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Time to Extubation—What Causes the Variations?

We thank Dexter et al. for their interest in our paper. The
primary goal of our meta-analysis was to evaluate the differ-
ences in the recovery profile of patients undergoing bariatric
surgery when sevoflurane or desflurane is used for mainte-
nance of general anesthesia.We presented our findings of high
heterogeneity that occurred in the pooled results and did not
mathematically explore the causes for it [1]. Unlike the man-
uscript cited by the authors, we did not use any previous data
to construct a distribution of Btime to extubation^ [2] and thus
are in no position to comment upon suggested possibilities.
Although intuitively we agree to their comment and this can
certainly form one of the objectives to be explored for future
research on this topic.

We agree to the fact that for economic analysis based upon
high heterogeneity, a proportional reduction of time plays
more significant role than actual absolute value of decrease
in time to extubation variable. Further, it would not be fully
appropriate to completely rule out methodological variations
across the trials as a contributor towards the high heterogene-
ity. The included trials in our meta-analysis had variations in
the type of bariatric procedures itself. A sleeve gastrectomy is
likely to be a much shorter procedure than a diversion proce-
dure. Thus, marked variations in total procedure durations did
certainly exist across the trials we included. Dexter et al. in
their letter also state that one of the predictors of time to
extubation is the total duration of procedure itself and such
variations did exist in our included trials. We however agree to
the possibility proposed by Dexter et al. in their letter
that analysis of time to tracheal extubation can become
more informative if one can incorporate the probability
distribution.
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